The 14th International Conference on Digital Image Processing (ICDIP 2022) will be held in Wuhan, China during May 20-23, 2022, which is organized by School of Computer Science, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China.

Since 2009, ICDIP has been successfully held thirteen editions in Singapore, China, Greece, Japan and other countries and regions. So far, nearly two thousand experts and scholars from all over the world have participated in the conference, and nearly two hundred technical sessions have been held. The previous proceedings have been published by the prestigious publisher IEEE or SPIE, and successfully indexed by EI Compendex, Scopus and CPCI (Web of Science).

**CALL FOR PAPER**

- Image & Video Analysis and Segmentation
- Cyco-stationary Signal Analysis
- Neural Networks for Signal Processing
- Image & Video Coding and Transmission
- Data Mining Techniques
- Noise Control
- Image & Video Labeling and Retrieval
- Deep Learning for Images and Video
- Nonlinear Signals and Systems
- Image & Video Perception and Quality Models
- Detection and Estimation of Signal Parameters
- Object Detection and Categorization
- Image Scanning, Display, and Printing
- Face Recognition
- Satellite Data Analysis and Interpretation
- Fast Fourier Transforms

For more topics, please visit: [http://www.icdip.org/cfp.html](http://www.icdip.org/cfp.html)

**PUBLICATION**

Accepted papers after proper registration and presentation will be published in the conference proceedings by SPIE, which will be included in SPIE Digital Library and indexed by EI Compendex, Scopus, CPCI (Web of Science).

The previous proceedings have been successfully indexed by EI Compendex, Scopus and CPCI (Web of Science). For more information about the previous publication, please visit: [http://www.icdip.org/history.html](http://www.icdip.org/history.html)

**SUBMISSION**

- Submission Deadline: April 15, 2022.
- Language: English is the official language of the conference; the paper should be written and presented only in English.
- Submission Type: a) Abstract: Presentation Only; b) Full Paper: Presentation & Publication. The full paper should be no less than 4 full pages and the maximum paper length is 10 printed pages, including all figures, tables, and references.
- Submission Template: [http://www.icdip.org/file/template.doc](http://www.icdip.org/file/template.doc)
- Submission Method: Please log in the Easychair Submission System and upload your paper.
- Link: [http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icdip2022](http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icdip2022)
- For any inquiry about the submission and conference, please feel free to contact us at icdip@iacsit.org.

**KEYNOTE SPEAKERS**

- **Prof. Laurent Cohen**
  IEEE Fellow
  Universite Paris Dauphine, France
- **Prof. Jingyi Yu**
  IEEE Fellow
  ShanghaiTech University, China
- **Prof. Ioannis Pitas**
  IEEE Fellow
  Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece

**CONTACT US**

Submission and Notification
Ms. Luna Wu | icdip@iacsit.org
Tel.: +86-18000547208

Registration and Related Issues
Ms. Yolanda Dong | icdip_rej@iacsit.net
Tel.: +86-1896013977

Office Hour: 9:30-18:00, Monday to Friday (GMT+8 Time Zone)

**CONFERENCE COMMITTEE**

**General Chairs**
- Prof. Liwei Wang (IEEE Fellow), China University of Geosciences, Wuhan, China
- Prof. Ji Wu, Tsinghua University, China
- Prof. Hiroshi Fujita, Gifu University, Japan

**Conference Chairs**
- Prof. Xudong Jiang (IEEE Fellow), Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
- Prof. Wenbing Tao, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China
- Prof. Deze Zeng, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China

**Program Chairs**
- Prof. Minal Mandal, University of Alberta, Canada
- Prof. Christine Fernandez-Maloigne, University of Poitiers, France
- Prof. Jingdong Tian, Shenzhen University, China
- Prof. Chang Tang, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China
- Prof. Kun Sun, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China

**Regional Chair of USA**
- Prof. Hong Zhang, Georgia Southern University, USA

**Regional Chair of Australia**
- Prof. Chang-Tsun Li, Deakin University, Australia

**Regional Chair of Italy**
- Prof. Alessandro Rizzi, University of Milan, Italy

**Regional Chair of UK**
- Prof. Lyudmila Mihaylova, The University of Sheffield, UK

**Regional Chair of Switzerland**
- Prof. Habil Zaki (IEEE Fellow), University of Geneva, Switzerland

**Regional Chair of Malaysia**
- Prof. Syed Abdul Rahman Syed Abai Bakar, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia

**Regional Chair of South Korea**
- Prof. Andrew Bang Jin Tech, Yonsei University, South Korea

**Regional Chair of Norway**
- Assoc. Prof. Raju Shrestha, Oslo Metropolitan University, Norway

**Local Committee**
- Prof. Weiwang Chen, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China
- Prof. Liangbao Jiang, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China
- Prof. Fudong Ge, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China

**Awards Chairs**
- Prof. Jun Li (IEEE Fellow), Sun Yat-Sen University, China
- Prof. Yuri Rizhanov, University of New Hampshire, USA
- Prof. Zhiquan Wang, Hainan University, China

**Steering Committee**
- Assoc. Prof. Victor Sanchez, University of Warwick, UK

**Publicity Chairs**
- Prof. Krzysztof Koszela, Poznan University of Life Sciences, Poland
- Prof. Sabah A. Jassim, University of Buckingham, UK
- Prof. Jianfei Sun, Shandong Normal University, China

**Steering Committee**
- Assoc. Prof. Qian Huang, Hohai University, China
- Assoc. Prof. Gabriele Gianin, The University of Milan, Italy

**Doctoral Consortium Chairs**
- Prof. Linlin Shen, Shenzhen University, China
- Assoc. Prof. Bingjie Qin, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

**Website Chair**
- Assoc. Prof. Hongjian Su, Georgia Southern University, USA

**INVITED SPEAKERS**

- Prof. Yudong Zhang, University of Leicester, UK
- Prof. Jianming Lv, South China University of Technology, China
- Prof. Roman Dremliuga, Far Eastern Federal University, Russia
- Prof. Riyer Zwiggelaar, Aberystwyth University, UK
- Prof. Minghua Zhao, Xi'an University of Technology, China
- Prof. José Maria Massa, Buenos Aires Center Province National University, Argentina
- Prof. Xiaorong Xue, Liaoning University of Technology, China
- Prof. Tao Zhou, North Minzu University, China
- Prof. Tiqian Yang, Guilin University of Technology, China
- Assoc. Prof. Junghwan Oh, University of North Texas, USA
- Assoc. Prof. Chaoying Tang, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, China
- Assoc. Prof. Bingan Liu, Dalian Maritime University, China
- Assoc. Prof. Ying Zhang, The Third Research Institute of Ministry of Public Security, China
- Assoc. Prof. András Horváth, Peter Pazmány University, Hungary
- Assoc. Prof. M. Hassaballah, South Valley University, Egypt
- Assoc. Prof. Indrarini Dyah Irwati, Telkom University, Indonesia

**Organization**

Prof. Ji Wu, Tsinghua University, China
征稿主题

- Image & Video Analysis and Segmentation
- Cyclo-stationary Signal Analysis
- Neural Networks for Signal Processing
- Image & Video Coding and Transmission
- Data Mining Techniques
- Noise Control
- Image & Video Labeling and Retrieval
- Deep Learning for Images and Video
- Nonlinear Signals and Systems
- Image & Video Perception and Quality Models
- Detection and Estimation of Signal Parameters
- Object Detection and Categorization
- Image Scanning, Display, and Printing
- Face Recognition
- Satellite Data Analysis and Interpretation
- Fast Fourier Transforms
- Adaptive Filters
- IIR Filters
- Spectral Analysis
- Multi-view Geometry
- Document Analysis and Processing
- Perceptual Grouping
- Image and Video Retrieval
- Radar Image Processing
- Emerging Applications and Systems
- Real Time Signal Processing
- Image Processing
- Motion and Video Analysis
- Video Surveillance and Monitoring
- Color and Texture
- Motion Detection
- View Synthesis
- Adaptive Signal Processing
- Illumination and Reflectance Modeling
- Statistical Methods and Learning
- Image Segmentation
- Fast Algorithms
- Segmentation
- Image-Based Modeling
- Content-Based Image Retrieval

更多主题，请访问 http://www.icdip.org/cfp.html

出版

SPIE, Digital Library.

投稿信息

- 投稿截止日期：2022年4月15日
- 会议官方语言为英语，只接受英文论文，投稿者务必用英语撰写论文。
- 若只想用中文等语言发表，则可联系大会秘书。
- 投稿流程：请按照上述要求，将投稿以电子邮件方式提交至大会秘书处。
- 投稿地址：http://www.icdip.org/cfp.html

专题讨论会

- 主题报告嘉宾
  - Prof. Laurent Cohen, IEEE Fellow
  - Dr. Ioannis Pitas, IEEE Fellow

委员会

会议主席

- 王立新教授，IEEE Fellow, SPIE Fellow, 中国地质大学（武汉）计算机科学与技术学院院长
- 吴海祥教授，清华大学
- Prof. Hiroshi Fujita, 日本东北大学

会议秘书

- Prof. Kojiro Kiyohara, 新日本陶瓷工程研究会
- Dr. Shinji Kurihara, 日本电子工业协会
- 程学超教授，长安大学

程序委员会主席

- Prof. Mininal Mandal, 加拿大卡尔加里大学
- Prof. Christine Fernandez-Malgone, 法国普瓦捷大学
- 程学超教授，长安大学
- Prof. Kojiro Kiyohara, 日本电子工业协会

投稿和发布

投稿和发布：ict@iacstl.org

联系方式

- 电子邮箱：ict@iacstl.org
- 电话：+86-18000547208

工作时间：周一至周五 09:30-18:00

特约报告嘉宾

- 教授唐骏，美国莱斯大学
- 教授唐骏，华中科技大学
- Prof. Roman Dremljuga, 奥地利格拉茨大学
- Prof. R. Zhang, 香港中文大学
- 赵建兵, 香港科技大学
- Prof. José Maria M. Alvić, 西班牙巴塞罗那自治大学
- 薄文军, 南京师范大学
- 郭立, 北京大学
- 刘红兵, 华中科技大学
- Assoc. Prof. Junghwan Oh, 美国北卡罗来纳大学
- 苹果公司
- 山东大学
- 中国计算机学会
- Assoc. Prof. András Horváth, 匈牙利布达佩斯大学
- Assoc. Prof. M. Hassaballah, 埃及开罗大学
- Assoc. Prof. Indrarini Dyah Wati, 印尼日惹塔尔塔大学

主办单位

中国地质大学（武汉）计算机学院